
CALL FOR ENTR Y

Shortfilms Exhibition 19th and 20th August 
2015 Polignano a Mare (Ba) ITALY

Theme:
Our goal is to analyse a precise relation’s 
juncture between individual and space. Space 
can excite us, it can scare us, it can take us by 
surprise, it communicates sensations. 
Sometimes space permanently remains in our 
memory. Besides, space can give us an 
instant of absolute intimacy with ourselves. 
During this instant we feel like
we “loose ourselves”. We can challenge you to 
represent this moment, to not loose the vision, 
to share a vision lived by ourselves.

Period:
The exhibition will take place on
the 19th and 20th of August 2015 in
Polignano a Mare, Piazza San Benedetto.
The exhibition will start at 9,30 p.m..

Terms and Modalities:
The participation is for free. The participation 
schedule, filled in each of its parts, has to have 
added a DVD, short’s synopsis and
author’s biography. The maximum length of 
shortfilm is 15 minutes. The material has to be 
sent before and not after of the 18th of July 
2015 to the following address:
Bachi da Setola, Via Parco del Lauro n.38,
70044 Polignano a Mare (Ba).
In case of late sending or incompleteness of 
material, the participation will be rejected. The 
postmark will be the time reference. Shiping 
costs are charged to participants. For a wider 
mediavisibility, the shorts selected for PerSe 
Visioni, could be broadcasted (if the 
videomaker is agree) on Userfarm, first 
crowdsourcing audiovisual platform in Europe. 
The sent DVD will be not sent back and will be 
stored, with cultural intent, in the video-archive 
of Bachi da Setola group.

General Rules:
The admittance implies the acceptation of 
this code. The sign on the participation
schedule has value of releasing for the
screening of shorts and for the use of these 
images with revealing and promotional intent 
by the promoter group Bachi da Setola.

Bachi da Setola
Via Parco del Lauro n. 38
70044 Polignano a Mare (Ba)

Infoweb
www.bachidasetola.it
www.facebook.com/bachidasetola
info@bachidasetola.it

infotel
+39 339.75.46.205
+39 380.35.95.177

Collaborations:
For this event, Bachi da Setola  collaborates 
with Milano Film Festival, Apulia Film 
Commission, Fondazione Museo Pino Pascali, 
International Student Film Organization, 
Userfarm e Residui Teatro.
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Associazione Culturale Bachi da Setola   Via Parco del Lauro, 38   70044 Polignano a Mare (Ba) 
bachidasetola.it                 info@bachidasetola.it 

 

 
ORIGINAL TITLE_________________________________________________________________ 
 
TIME _____________________ORIGINAL FORMAT___________________________________ 

 
W/B              COLOUR                           UNPUBLISHED            YES              NO                
 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION_______________ 
 
name_____________________________surname__________________________________  
 
address __________________________ zip code/city_______________________________ 
 
e-mail _____________________________tel.______________________________________ 
 
about the author______________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
director __________________________  producer __________________________________ 
 
screenplay____________________________photography____________________________ 
 
music (if published indicates author, title and –  if necessary –  edition)___________________  
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
if unpublished add author’s releasing_____________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________  
 
editing: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
cast: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
synopsis_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 
I declare to have the legal re leasing of this movie and to accept this code in all of its parts. I authorize the use of 
personal information according with the Italian D.Lgs 196/2003 and its subsequent modifications.  
 
 
 

date _______________________                                         sign ____________________ 

Watch out! Please, fill this schedule carefully and using capital letters: the information you give 
can be used for the realization of the catalogue. 
 
 

ENTRY FORM 
 
 


